White paper

Overcoming
unprecedented
business challenges
with AWS

“The most crucial area
in which to be cautious
in today’s environment
is remote work
technologies. Leaders
should actually devote
more attention to
contracts around data
security, cloud storage,
and VPN, spending
more if necessary
to make sure these
systems are robust.”
Sam Berndt,
Director, Research at Gartner

Introduction
Optimizing resources, cutting costs, upgrading your infrastructure: these
things are routinely found on an organization’s to-do list, but more often
than not, they get pushed back in favor of more pressing, business as
usual issues.
But what we’re experiencing right now is not business as usual.
Current events have drastically altered the way we operate, how we
deliver our products and services, and the day-to-day lives of our
workforce. The global pandemic has forced the hand of many
businesses and transformed those “nice to do” future tasks into
immediate necessities.
Whether due to a sudden uptick in remote working, increased use of
digital services, or the need to take specific processes online, many
businesses have found themselves needing to upscale their cloud
footprint, and quickly.
In these uncertain times, ensuring that you have the right infrastructure
and tools, you’re keeping costs down where necessary, and that your
increasingly digitized operations are secure, is vitally important.
The cloud is an invaluable resource; whether you’re just getting started
or you’re looking to broaden your cloud service portfolio, we’ve pulled
together some expert advice to help your business make the most of AWS.
We hope that you’ll find this resource useful—if there any further questions
you’d like our experts to answer or if there is any way we can help you,
please don’t hesitate to get in touch.
James Lloyd-Townshend,
Chairman and CEO, Jefferson Frank
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Meet our
experts
Aaron Rees is a cloud
innovator with vast experience
in driving cloud adoption and
improvements across a range
of companies from global
corporates to start-ups.

Click on the icon to access
the expert’s website
Click on the icon to access
the expert’s Twitter profile
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As the co-founder of Rebura,
one of the UK’s fastestgrowing AWS consultancies,
Aaron has a proven track
record of designing,
implementing, and managing
pioneering solutions in the
cloud computing environment.

Yan Cui is an
experienced
engineer who
has worked with AWS since
2009. An architect and lead
developer with experience
across a variety of industries,
from banks and e-commerce
to sports streaming and mobile
games, Yan is known for his
extensive writings about
serverless. He's also a regular
speaker at user groups and
conferences internationally
and is the author of
Production-Ready Serverless,
a book that aims to help others
tackle operational challenges
with serverless and adopt
current leading practices.

Markus Ostertag
is CEO at Team
Internet AG
in Munich, where he is
developing new ideas for how
to make ad-tech and online
marketing more efficient by
focusing on highly scalable
platforms and performance.
An AWS Community Hero, he
co-founded and organizes
the AWS user group in
Munich and loves to talk
about AWS performance and
cost-efficiency at meetups,
universities, and conferences
like AWS re:Invent.
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Meet our experts

Julio Faerman is an
AWS Technical Evangelist,
representing developers
from Spain and Portugal
and working to improve
collaboration with customers,
events, partners, and
content developers in the
Iberia region.
After years of building
systems large and small,
mostly with Java and Linux,
Julio now focuses on helping
builders be successful with
AWS, bringing back their
experiences and improving
technology.
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Rob Koch is an
AWS Data Hero,
Lead Architect
at S&P Global, and one of
the community leaders of
DeafintheCloud.com. He
helps drive cloud-based
architecture, blogs about
migrating to the cloud and
use of Lambdas, and loves
to talk data and event-driven
systems. Rob’s ultimate goal
is to help the community
understand the benefit of
migrating to the cloud and
showing the advantages
of having “serverless”
applications and databases.

Anthony Sequeira is a
seasoned trainer and author
focusing on AWS, Cisco,
Microsoft and Juniper
certifications. Anthony
formally began his career in
the information technology
industry with IBM in 1994,
and quickly formed his own
computer consultancy and
discovered his true passion—
teaching and writing about
information technologies. He
is a full-time instructor at
CBT Nuggets.

Hiro Nishimura is a Technical
Writer and Technical
Instructor, specializing in
introducing Amazon Web
Services to beginners. She
founded AWS Newbies
in 2018 and teaches the
“Introduction to AWS for NonEngineers” course series at
LinkedIn Learning.
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Trevor Sullivan is an exAmazon veteran of the
software industry and has
published over 200+ articles
and 60+ technical training
videos online.
Since 2004, Trevor has
been a Founder, Engineer,
Consultant, and Solutions
Architect, and he currently
holds seven AWS cloud
certifications.
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Efi MerdlerKravitz is Director
of Engineering
at Lumigo, a monitoring
and debugging platform for
AWS serverless applications
built on a 100% serverless
backend. As an early and
enthusiastic adopter of
serverless technology, Efi
has been racking up the air
miles as a frequent speaker
at serverless events around
the globe. He also contributes
to open-source projects
and regularly writes for the
Lumigo blog.

Marc Weaver is a certified
AWS solutions architect and
founder of databasable, a
cloud computing consultancy
that specializes in AWS. He
has spent over 15 years as
a database administrator for
investment banks such as
Nomura, Commerzbank,
and Macquarie.
Marc is also a cloud
computing advisor for
Simplilearn and has authored
courses on AWS solutions
architecture and database
migration.

Matt Webber is an
experienced programmer and
Lead Developer at DRS. An
expert in planning, designing,
and implementing scalable,
distributed cloud applications,
Matt is passionate about
driving beneficial and tactical
change. Currently leading a
team of software engineers
on the development of a new
SaaS platform, throughout his
career, Matt has racked up
experience with technologies
like AWS, JavaScript, Python,
C#, and Azure.
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Section 01

Cost-saving
“Survival, not growth, will be the priority
for executives in 2020. Survival will depend
on maintaining cash flows and income
while continuing to be innovative with
technology. Enterprises that fail to act may
not survive this disruption or will have
their subsequent recovery delayed.”
Chris Ganly,
Senior Research Director at Gartner
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The cloud is often hailed for its costsaving potential, and rightly so. It
can eliminate hardware expenditure
and associated overheads, slash
spending on wasted resources, and
cut down outlay on staffing since
the vendor handles much of the
updates and maintenance.
At a time when many businesses
are having to cut costs due to
the turbulent and unpredictable
economic situation, the flexibility
and pay-for-what-you-use pricing

model of cloud services can be a
lifeline. But that’s not to say you
should take your eye off the ball and
expect the savings to mount up.
Like any other commodity, you
need to optimize your use of cloud
resources and be savvy with your
spending if you want to see a real
difference to your bottom line.
In this section, our experts share tips
on how to keep track of your AWS
spending and maximize your return
on investment.
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How to
save with
the cloud

By Aaron Rees

Getting started with the cloud
The beauty of moving to AWS is that it’s all based on a
pay-as-you-go model, meaning you don’t have to pay
for infrastructure you’re not using and no longer have
to buy servers that are way overprovisioned to cater
for growth. You literally pay for what you use. For any
business that has a need for new workloads or replacing
hardware, it makes complete sense to avoid CapEx
hardware outlays and move to the cloud—after all, cash
is king at the moment!
One of the biggest problems people are facing right
now is how to access their systems remotely. Supply
chains have been badly hit, so getting hold of devices
like laptops has been tough too. AWS has a great hosted
desktop offering called Workspaces that gives you access
to a desktop from anywhere, on any device, for a fixed
monthly cost. AWS is offering 50 of these Workspaces for
free for any customers right now, so they're a great way
to take advantage of the cloud to cut costs!

Saving with AWS in the long-term
“AWS is offering 50
Workspaces for free right
now, so they’re a great
way to take advantage of
the cloud to cut costs!”

Overcome your business challenges with AWS

It’s pretty widely reported that cloud migration can save
you money, but I’d advise against going gung-ho; really
take some time to plan out the correct journey, because
if you get this wrong, it could end up costing you money.
The best thing you can do is start to look at a total
cost of ownership evaluation model, understand
which workloads can move to SaaS or PaaS and which
workloads need a more traditional approach, and start
to understand how and where you can make the most
efficient cost savings.

Maximizing return on your
cloud investment
This is an area I’m really passionate about—it’s amazing
some of the savings I’ve seen customers make. There’s
a whole variety of ways to do this with AWS, like
Reserved Instances and Savings Plans, but you’ve
got to understand your environment and make the
right decisions.
Before making any Reservations or adopting Savings
Plans, I’d always recommend a thorough investigation of
your system, followed by a rightsizing exercise to make
sure you’re reserving the right capacity. Again, AWS is
pay-as-you-go, so there’s no need to overprovision
and overpay!
I’d also look at scheduling shutdowns for times when
the environment isn’t being used. Non-essentials like
development servers can be turned off on evenings and
weekends to save you money—this is a process that can
be automated too.
Setting budget alerts to catch any unexpected spending
surprises is also essential. Don’t let anything gather dust
either; we see a lot of AWS customers who have unused
bits of infrastructure, like old disks, simply sat around
doing nothing except racking up costs!

Rebura actually offers a free suite of cost
optimization tools called Cloudhealth (by
VMWare) that can help keep track of spend
and cut down unnecessary costs.
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Cloud spending optimization:
Six ways you could be racking up
avoidable costs
One of cloud computing’s biggest draws is its
potential to save customers money on their IT
infrastructure bills.
With the cloud’s pay-as-you-go pricing model,
taking operations and processes online can
massively reduce spending on things like
upgrading and maintaining hardware, running
costs, and staffing overheads.
With a cloud service, you only pay for the
resources you use, at least in theory. But that
doesn’t mean you should take your eye off the
ball; failing to properly monitor cloud costs could
land you with some unexpectedly hefty bills.
According to a recent survey of cross-vendor
cloud customers, 64% of businesses cited
optimizing cloud costs as their top priority:
an unsurprising figure when you consider
that companies without a proper cloud cost
optimization plan could be overspending by as
much as 40%.

Overcome your business challenges with AWS

“64% of
businesses cited
optimizing
cloud costs
as their top
priority”

"...companies
without a proper
cloud cost
optimization
plan could be
overspending by
as much as 40%."
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Here are a few ways that your business could be racking up cloud costs—and how to avoid them
1. Not taking advantage of usage discounts and reserved instances
Though much of the cloud’s appeal lies in having an
instantly consumable resource at your fingertips as
and when you need it, planning ahead can result in
significant savings.
Many of the big-name cloud providers—AWS,
Microsoft, Google—offer schemes that allow
customers to reserve resources in advance and earn
a hefty discount in exchange for their commitment.
Less than half of AWS customers utilize AWS Reserved
Instances, for example, which allows users to
earmark chunks of compute capacity for up to three
years in advance. Fewer still use Microsoft Azure’s
reserved instances offer, and Google’s committed
use discounts—23% and 10%, respectively. With
some vendors, customers can bid for shorter-term
discounted options, too, like AWS’s Spot instance.

Overcome your business challenges with AWS

Purchasing reserved instances means you’ll
be billed for the resource whether you use
it or not, but if you know you have a definite
need for this capacity over a long-term period,
you can get access to the same resource at a
cut-price.
These reserved instances can save customers
up to 90% compared to using on-demand
resources. Still, they’re not suitable for all types
of workload, so make sure you look carefully
at the terms and conditions before buying in.
Often these instances are not guaranteed,
making them a poor fit for workloads that run
around the clock. They can be an excellent
option for running occasional workloads or
dealing with demand spikes, however.

“Less than
half of AWS
customers utilize
AWS Reserved
Instances”
"...reserved
instances can save
customers up to
90% compared to
using on-demand
resources."
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2. F
 ailing to keep
track of your
resources

3. Opting for the wrong storage tier

Turning off the lights in your
house when you’re not in
the room is energy-saving
101 stuff. The same applies to
cloud resources too.

Taking advantage of this tiered system and choosing the
right storage option for the right type of data can make a
big difference to your bottom line.

If you’re not actively using
your virtual machines or
databases, make sure you
shut ‘em off. Non-production
environments tend to be the
worst offenders in this case—
you spin up a server to do
some development, testing, or
staging and then forget to shut
it down when you’re done.
Put a system in place to
audit your active services
regularly, and kill any that
you aren’t using. It might
sound obvious, but keeping
track of what you’re using
at any given time can make
a big difference. It’s all too
easy not to realize you’ve
left a light on somewhere.

Just like a savings account that you access infrequently tends
to yield better interest rates, cloud storage tiers that you don’t
need to transfer in and out of regularly tend to be cheaper.

Generally speaking, the less frequent and urgent the need to
access data in storage, the cheaper the cost will be. Spend a
little bit of time carving up your data to work out which tier is

4. N
 ot utilizing cloud monitoring tools
Most cloud vendors provide monitoring tools to help
customers keep track of usage. Some even offer
autoscaling services that automatically shift customers
up or down the pricing tier based on their usage.
If you want to drill down on your spending, you should
be fully leveraging the cost monitoring tools that AWS
provides. AWS Cost Explorer is a great place to start:
a user-friendly reporting tool that comes with many
ready-to-use templates, Cost Explorer helps analyze
your cost and usage data so you can better understand
where you can make savings.
You can also build custom reports that let you dive
deeper, identifying trends, key cost drivers, and even
create forecasts for costs and usage that help you
better plan your cloud budget.

Overcome your business challenges with AWS

most cost-effective; don’t be tempted just to lump all
your data into one box on one tier.
For data like backups and archival information,
choose long-term, low-access storage, and use
the pricier tiers only for things you really need to
dip in and out of. And make sure you Marie Kondo
your data regularly—if there’s data you don’t use
much anymore, or that you don’t need, shift it into a
cheaper tier to shave off extra costs.

5. Going overboard on the cloud
Businesses can do fantastic things with cloud
computing, but it’s not always the right choice for
every situation.
Not every workload, every application, every bit of
data needs to be moved to the cloud. In some cases,
running or storing something online doesn’t yield
the best performance, or even benefit from being
powered by the cloud.
If something isn’t providing your business with
value by being in the cloud, don’t keep it there. The
cloud doesn’t have to be an eternal destination; if
it’s cheaper and more advantageous to host onpremises, a hybrid cloud solution might be the best
option. Acknowledging that you don't need to port
everything to the cloud can also save you money on
data transfer costs too.
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Ask the
experts
How can businesses
who have been hit
hard use AWS to save
money right now?

Being able to work with an on-demand pricing model might be very beneficial
A migration to AWS within such a situation might sound like a stupid idea, but being able to work
with an on-demand pricing model might be very beneficial. Something that's often underestimated
is that handing over the management and maintenance of databases, networks, and servers helps
tremendously when it comes to being able to focus on the important stuff you need to run the
business—and that is now more important than ever. Markus Ostertag

Right-size your EC2 instances by examining built-in CloudWatch metrics
EC2 instances are the most ripe for over-provisioning. It’s easy to spin up a virtual machine that has
much more capacity than your applications actually need. To solve this, you can “right-size” your EC2
instances by examining built-in CloudWatch metrics and determining if the CPU, memory, disk, and
network resources are being utilized heavily. Based on your observation of these metrics, you can
decrease the resize of the instance to a smaller instance type until resource utilization increases to a
normal level, roughly 50-80%.
You can also save money on EC2 instances by shutting down instances that aren’t in use for extended
periods, such as overnight. AWS published a pre-built solution, called the Instance Scheduler, which
helps you to set automated schedules to switch on, or off, your EC2 instances. This solution is great for
cost savings on non-production resources that are only accessed during business hours.
If you’re interested in more of a cloud-native approach to cost savings, you can adopt managed
container services such as AWS Fargate, or a Serverless solution such as AWS Lambda. These
services can scale out much more quickly than EC2 instances, and eliminate the need to manage
the underlying virtual machines. Just as with EC2, you only pay for Fargate and Lambda when you’re
actually using them. Trevor Sullivan

Overcome your business challenges with AWS
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How can businesses who have been hit
hard use AWS to save money right now?
Re-organize, pay technical debt, and innovate
For many businesses, this is a great opportunity to go further in cost optimizations and consider
introducing deeper architectural changes. For example, moving some heavily used code to Lambda,
introducing a CloudFront distribution, building data lakes on S3, and so on. Being hit hard is an opportunity
to reorganize, pay technical debt, and innovate towards a new way of sustaining business. Julio Faerman

Serverless solutions can reduce costs
Especially now that workloads have become unpredictable, serverless solutions can reduce costs. You
only pay for what you use. Even if you have “monolithic” applications, you can move them to serverless
without too much work; although they won’t be optimized, they will save you money. Solutions like AWS
Serverless Express for NodeJS-based applications or Zappa for Python-based applications can quickly
move you to the serverless world without too much work. Efi Merdler-Kravitz

Shut down entire environments when they aren’t being used
Make sure that you’re using the cloud as it was intended. It’s an on-demand service, so run what
you need on a day-to-day basis. Taking advantage of the throwaway nature of cloud resources
means you can shut down entire environments when they aren’t being used. For example, if your
dev environments are only used between 9am - 6pm Monday to Friday, shutting them down outside
of these hours will result in a 70% cost reduction. You can take advantage of services such as
CloudFormation to automate the launch and termination of entire environments. Marc Weaver

Overcome your business challenges with AWS
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For industries
struggling right
now, what advice
can you give on
cost-cutting? How
can businesses
save money?

Check for under-utilized instances
Businesses that are running on AWS obviously have the
benefit of the on-demand pricing model and are able
to scale down parts of the infrastructure. So a check for
under-utilized instances, databases, or maybe whole
regions might be reasonable. Markus Ostertag

Move to managed services like RDS /
Amazon MQ or serverless solutions
There are two types of cost-cutting. The first option is
to stop using your own managed servers—keeping the
servers operational is expensive, especially in these
times when the typical workload decreases—and move
to managed services like RDS or Amazon MQ. You can
do this right now.
But, for these types of services, you’re still paying
for the unused workload; you can quite easily move
to a serverless counterpart without a revolutionary
architectural change and pay only for usage. So the
second option is to stop using managed services and
move to serverless solutions like DynamoDB, Serverless
Aurora, or SQS, where you pay only for usage. That way,
you get all the benefits of the first option and cheaper
operational costs. Efi Merdler-Kravitz

Overcome your business challenges with AWS

Start to trim the fat and terminate
the unwanted infrastructure
From a cloud perspective, now is a good
time to review your environment and AWS
bills and start to trim the fat and terminate
the unwanted infrastructure. It’s very easy
for cloud environments to get out of control
if they’re not managed carefully. You’ll
probably be surprised at how much you can
save. Marc Weaver

Access to great technology, can change
cost structures and curves entirely
Migrating and optimizing cloud resources
is a known and clear way to cut costs.
But deeper than that, the cloud enables
innovation towards making things simpler and
more efficient. Adjusting instance types and
avoiding waste surely helps to save money,
but access to great technology, like machine
learning-based forecasting, can change cost
structures and curves entirely. Julio Faerman
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Section 02

Data
security
“Global losses from cybercrime
already reach into the trillions
each year, and those losses could
be all the more devastating for
individual businesses given
the economic uncertainty
brought by COVID-19. As more
individuals are compelled to
work remotely, it will take a
determined focus by all parts
of an organization to maintain
proper controls on sensitive
information and finances.”
World Economic Forum

Overcome your business challenges with AWS

As we continue to grow
our digital footprint, taking
more of our processes,
our data, and our people
online, safeguarding
our cloud environment
has never been more
important.

of them. In fact, we’ve
already seen opportunistic
cybercriminals seeking
to exploit the increased
usage of cloud systems
and the anxiety of the
global population around
the virus.

Though social distancing
and working from home
helps flatten the COVID-19
curve, the enormous spike
in remote working we’re
seeing across the world
can have an adverse
effect on the health of
our tech systems. As we
increase our usage of
cloud-based tools, we
also make ourselves more
vulnerable to bad actors
that might look to take
advantage of this growing
surface area.

Not only that, but our
heightened dependency
on cloud infrastructure
means that the stakes
are even higher when
it comes to keeping
your digital operations
performing as they should.
That’s why it’s critical that
businesses redouble their
cybersecurity efforts to
protect themselves and
their employees from
malicious online activity.

Many industries may be
suffering the effects of
the global pandemic, but
cybercrime is not one

In this section, our experts
share their quick and
dirty tips on how to make
the most of AWS security
features and safeguard
your data in the cloud.
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Best practices
for AWS S3
Security
By Matt Webber

Amazon S3 (Simple Storage Service) is a great utility
for any application that requires storage over the
Internet. It gives any developer access to the same
data storage infrastructure that Amazon itself uses
to run all of its own websites. For that reason alone,
by using it, you know you’re going to get a highly
scalable, reliable, and secure solution. Talk about
drinking your own champagne.
Now while S3 includes the term simple in its name,
there are still certain things you’re required to do to
get the best experience out of it. Arguably the most
important of which is to ensure you are following
the recommended practices when it comes to data
security. You only need to Google the keywords

•C
 onfigure appropriate
access to bucket objects
•E
 ncrypt your data both at
rest and in transit
•M
 onitor your resources with
CloudWatch
• Use AWS Trusted Advisor for
security recommendations
Overcome your business challenges with AWS

Source: Amazon

‘S3 data breach’ to see the countless examples
of where an S3 data breach has occurred.
Previous breaches include the personal data
of 198 million American voters being exposed
because Deep Root Analytics stored the
information on a publicly accessible S3 bucket.
Or when Verizon had a contractor fail to
correctly secure a bucket containing account
information for 6 million customers, leading to
another breach.
Any data breach not only damages the
reputation of the offending company but
can also cost them dearly in fines and lost
business. Does any of this mean S3 is insecure?
Absolutely not. S3 itself is
secure— issues tend to appear
either when it’s misconfigured
or when credentials are
compromised.
To help customers understand
what they are responsible
for, AWS operates under
the Shared Responsibility
Model. This means that the
responsibility for the security
of the cloud is taken care of by
AWS, while cloud customers
are responsible for security in
the cloud.
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In practice, this means that an S3 customer can rely
on Amazon to protect the infrastructure that S3 runs
on. This infrastructure is composed of the hardware,
software, networking, and facilities that run S3. It also
means that the S3 customer is responsible for managing
their own data (including encryption options), classifying
their assets, and using IAM (Identity and Access
Management) to apply the appropriate permissions.
Fortunately, AWS provides a robust set of options
for securing your data, the bulk of which I’ll take you
through here.

ACL (Access Control List)
Amazon S3 ACLs are another way of controlling the
access to a bucket and its objects. Each bucket and
object have an ACL attached to it as a subresource. It
defines the AWS accounts or groups that are granted
access and what type of access they have. When a
request is received against a resource, S3 checks the
corresponding ACL to verify the requester has the
necessary access permissions.

Bucket Access

Bucket Policies

IAM Policies

First, before we
go any further, let
me just define a
few of the terms
I’ll be using.
When securing
an S3 bucket, we
can use bucket
policies, ACLs
(Access Control
List), or IAM
policies.

A bucket policy is a
resource-based AWS
IAM policy. You assign a
bucket policy to a bucket
for granting other AWS
accounts, or IAM users
access permissions
for the bucket and the
objects in it. Object
permissions apply only
to the objects that the
bucket owner creates.

An IAM Policy is an entity that, when attached to
an identity or resource, defines their permissions.
Customer-managed policies are standalone policies
that are administered in your own AWS account.
AWS-managed policies are created and managed by
AWS (usable but not customizable). Inline policies are
those that are created and embedded directly into
an IAM group, user, or role (these can’t be reused
outside of where they exist). All three types of policy
can be attached to an identity (user, group, or role)
in IAM to create an identity-based policy. As a best
practice, try to avoid inline policies.

Overcome your business challenges with AWS
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Configuring S3 Bucket Access

Encryption at Rest

When you create a bucket, the default bucket policy
is private. The same is applied to any objects that
are subsequently uploaded to the bucket. By using a
combination of bucket policies, ACLs, and IAM policies,
you can grant the appropriate access to the correct
objects. However, this can become complex as you need
to understand how all of these permissions interact.

To protect your data, you have the option of using server-side or client-side encryption.

Instead, I’d recommend that you keep it simple by
separating the objects into a public bucket and a private
bucket. Create a single public bucket with a bucket policy
to grant access to all of the objects stored in it.

Server-side encryption, when enabled, is managed by Amazon automatically—it will
encrypt your objects before saving them on disk in its data centers and then decrypt
them when you download the objects. The encryption is achieved using default AWSmanaged S3 keys or your own keys created in the Key Management Service. You must
select which you want to use when enabling server-side encryption for your bucket.
Client-side encryption is when you encrypt your own data before uploading it to S3—
meaning you are responsible for managing the encryption process. As with serverside encryption, client-side encryption can help reduce risk by encrypting the data
with a key that is not stored in S3.

{

Encryption in Transit

“Effect”: “Allow”,

You can also enforce encryption during transit by requiring HTTPS to be used for all
bucket operations. This can be done by adding the below code to your bucket policy.

“Principal”: “*”,
“Action”: “s3:GetObject”,
“Resource”: “arn:aws:s3:::MYPUBLICBUCKETNAME/*”
}

Then create a second bucket to store all of your private
objects. As this will be set to private by default, all public
access will be blocked. If you wish to grant access to
any of these objects, you can use IAM policies to give
access to specific users or applications.

Overcome your business challenges with AWS

{
“Action”: “s3:*”,
“Effect”: “Deny”,
“Principal”: “*”,
“Resource”: “arn:aws:s3:::MYBUCKETNAME/*”,
“Condition”: {
“Bool”: { “aws:SecureTransport”: false }
}
}
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Logging with CloudTrail

CloudWatch

CloudTrail is an AWS service that maintains
an audit log of all events occurring within
your AWS account. The events come in
two forms; management events and data
events. Management events provide
information about management operations
that are performed on resources in your
AWS account—configuring security, for
example. Data events provide information
about the operations performed on or in a
resource, and these are often high-volume
activities. The management events for S3
would be things like the creation, update, or
deletion of an S3 bucket, whereas the data
events would be GetObject, PutObject, or
DeleteObject. Data events are charged at
$0.10/100,000 events.

Amazon CloudWatch monitors your AWS
resources and applications in real-time by
immediately logging events; much faster than
CloudTrail’s delayed delivery of log files to S3.
Having CloudTrail setup to log S3 events to a
logging bucket can often be enough, but by
combining it with CloudWatch you get much more
control over things like alerting and self-healing.
You can do this by setting up CloudTrail to create
log streams within a CloudWatch log group.
CloudTrail can then log events to this group.

Both management and data events are
ultimately written to an S3 bucket. If you
have multiple accounts, it’s possible
to deliver the logs to a bucket in a
management account. Recommended best
practice is to have a high-level management
account, with environments being subaccounts. This allows you to have several
control policies restricting sub-accounts from
disabling CloudTrail logs, as this is the first
thing a malicious attacker would want to do.
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By having CloudTrail events inside of
CloudWatch, you’re able to achieve new things
such as setting up metric filters to alert you
based on suspicious activity or to run a Lambda
on the triggering of an alarm to help customize
your response actions.
Though this has now been made simpler
by AWS Block Public Access, users would
previously run a Lambda function to make a
bucket private again if a PutBucketPolicy event
that made it public was detected.

Lifecycle Policies

S3 Block Public Access

Lifecycle policies allow you to control
the lifecycle of data you store in an
S3 bucket. An S3 bucket can be
configured so that once the data it
contains is no longer required, it’s
moved from standard storage into
AWS Glacier. This can both save you
money by reducing storage costs
and secure your data, as hackers
can no longer access it. The data
stored in AWS Glacier can then be
retrospectively deleted if it no longer
adds value to you or your organization.

By default, when you create a bucket, public
access is blocked. However, users can modify
bucket policies, access point policies, or object
permissions to allow public access. This is all fine
until an overzealous developer accidentally makes
your bucket public. To try and avoid mistakes
like this, AWS has endeavored to become more
proactive in its S3 security by introducing a new
setting called Block Public Access. Previously,
as discussed above, this functionality required a
combination of AWS Lambda, CloudWatch, and
CloudTrail to work. This setting can be set at both
the bucket level and the account level.
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AWS Trusted Advisor
Trusted Advisor is an online tool that analyzes your AWS resources
to help you provision them using AWS best practices. The
recommendations it gives are based on five categories, with security
being one of them. Specific to S3, Trusted Advisor checks your
bucket permissions to see if everything is as it should be and makes
recommendations accordingly.

AWS CloudFormation Drift Detection
CloudFormation is a great way to model and provision your AWS
resources, and useful for getting your application back up and running
as quickly as possible during any disaster. However, there’s always the
problem of drift to consider. Drift occurs when somebody with access to
your AWS management console manually changes the settings of one
of your AWS resources, say while they are developing, and they forget
to change it back. With S3, this could cause security issues such as a
bucket being left public or permissions being incorrect.
This is where CloudFormation Drift Detection comes in. It can be used to
detect whether any of your resources have been modified from what is
defined in your template. From here, you can either manually restore the
resource back to its correct state or re-run the CloudFormation stack.

Overcome your business challenges with AWS
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Ask the
experts
With all employees
working remotely,
and some of them
using personal,
unsecured devices,
what advice
can you give on
reducing the risk of
a data breach and
security in general?
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Enable MFA and SSO
Use a password management solution to store static passwords for services, avoid
reusing passwords in favor of lengthy (30+ characters), randomly-generated passwords,
and enable Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) for any services that support the feature.
Twilio’s Authy is a free and easy to use MFA application that can synchronize your
accounts across many devices. IT administrators should enable policies that enforce
MFA for business applications, and consider using single sign-on (SSO) services like
Okta, for ever greater security. Ensure that laptops are using encryption, such as
Windows BitLocker or macOS FileVault. Trevor Sullivan

Use virtual desktops
The most secure way is to use virtual desktops. AWS offers WorkSpaces that allows you
to run virtual Windows/Linux workspaces in the cloud that you have complete control
over, so all your data remains on your infrastructure. If your employees are using their
own devices, then providing a secure VPN connection to your office applications is
essential. AWS offers Client VPN, which is a simple way for your staff to connect over a
secure and encrypted tunnel. Marc Weaver
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With all employees working remotely, and some
of them using personal, unsecured devices, what
advice can you give on reducing the risk of a data
breach and security in general?
Make sure to go through AWS Well Architected
Framework reviews, at least for the security pillar
Security should be considered
job zero, especially now that
vulnerabilities are more likely. As
companies move to the cloud,
even for internal applications,
there’s naturally less need for
local data, and other security
improvements. AWS Security
services, especially IAM, offers
many controls to restrict access
quite precisely. Make sure to go
through AWS Well Architected
Framework reviews, at least for
the security pillar.
I see a lot of security risks rising
from improvising and building
ad-hoc infrastructures. AWS
resources are usually private
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by default, and automation
helps to build systems that are
testable and repeatable without
introducing risks.
The Internet of Things and
connected devices, now powered
by machine learning, can go a
long way in making systems less
intrusive and more secure. Simply
using a custom voice assistant,
like Alexa, can already prevent
a lot of unnecessary touching.
These new technologies enable
us to build applications that talk,
see, and predict. Consider how
mobile and embedded devices
can help improve your business.
Julio Faerman
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Growing at scale
“When traditional channels and operations are
impacted by the outbreak, the value of digital
channels, products, and operations becomes
immediately obvious. This is a wake-up call to
organizations that focus on daily operational
needs at the expense of investing in digital
business and long-term resilience.”
Sandy Shen,
Senior Research Director at Gartner
Overcome your business challenges with AWS

Adapting to swings in demand
and being able to scale your
business as required are crucial
capabilities to have, particularly in
uncertain economic periods.
Investing in scalable compute
solutions means you can
seamlessly tackle spikes in
demand, and, perhaps just as
importantly, scale down and cut
costs by only paying for what
you use.

Those businesses that can
respond to upticks in traffic and
requests quickly, without having
to implement additional hardware
resources, put themselves at an
enormous advantage.
In this section, we look at how
businesses can get more out of
their tech stack with serverless
infrastructure, and our experts
share their advice on how to scale
up fast to meet changing demand.
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Why your
business
needs AWS
serverless
By Yan Cui

As you read this post—possibly on your smartphone—
it’s easy to forget how many modern technologies we
take for granted.

has a positive impact on its users. The desired outcome
is never the code itself, even if that code is elegant and
well-crafted. It’s a means to an end, not an end in itself.

When you think about it, just how many revolutionary
inventions we’ve seen throughout every age of human
history, it can be difficult to comprehend. These inventions
often came in forms that we didn’t even know we wanted.
As Henry Ford famously said: “If I had asked people what
they wanted, they would have said faster horses.”

To deliver a product idea to the market, there’s a
lot I have to do beyond implementing the feature
itself. These include configuring machine images or
configuring auto-scaling for my cluster of servers.

What does all this have to do with serverless
computing? Well, it allows us to perform repetitive, dayto-day duties more efficiently. It frees us from some
of the time consuming heavy lifting that comes with
managing infrastructure so we can put our limited
cognitive energy to better use.
Serverless came about in a form that many of us didn’t
even know we wanted or needed. If AWS had asked
the people what they wanted, they would have said
something like ‘better abstraction for servers.’

• Serverless helps developers
focus on impactful projects
• Businesses are able to respond
faster and be more agile
• Stakeholders get a better
understanding of the cost of
cloud transactions

But you might not be totally convinced just yet. Here’s
why you shouldn’t just care about serverless as a
developer, manager, or business stakeholder, but why
you should make it a priority.

Why is serverless better for developers?
As a developer, it took me many years to realize that
my job is not to write code; my job is to help businesses
realize their ambitions. In most cases, that means
building a product that is both financially successful and
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With AWS Lambda, most of these become irrelevant
or are drastically simplified. This lets me focus on the
more important aspects of the project, like implementing
product features and thinking about architectural tradeoffs. That’s a far more productive use of a developer’s
time and energy, and it frees up the time you’d typically
spend on mundane (but important) tasks involved in
managing the infrastructure.
Lambda offers great scalability right out of the box,
automatically scaling to match demand throughout.
Because we can tap into a huge pool of resources
managed by AWS, our applications can scale up a lot
faster too. When they’re not being used, they’ll scale all
the way down to zero, meaning we don’t have to pay for
idle servers either. This makes Lambda a cost-effective
solution for most systems.
With Lambda, you also get blue-green deployment out
of the box. As you deploy an update to your function,
AWS manages it and routes all requests to the new
version. Functions are also deployed to three availability
zones (AZs) by default, providing you with a good
baseline resilience against AZ-wide failures. From here,
it’s trivial to build a multi-region, active-active system.
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“In my
experience,
teams that
embrace
serverless
deliver faster
and experience
less stress.”

Why should managers
care about serverless?
As a manager, you care about the
wellbeing of your team and its ability
to deliver on the demands of the
business. In my experience, teams
that embrace serverless deliver faster
and experience less stress.
As discussed earlier, AWS Lambda
makes it easier for developers to
build production-ready systems.
It empowers you to leverage an
impressive number of capabilities
from the platform, such as built-in
autoscaling and multi-AZ resilience.
This directly translates to greater
productivity and faster delivery times.
Building and managing an
infrastructure that can provide
the same level of scalability and
resilience is difficult and requires
engineering time that teams often
can’t afford. This kind of infrastructure
demands skills that most teams don’t
have on hand, but it’s critical to the
success of your product, and that
can make it a huge source of stress.
Teams often have to:
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• Divert attention from the core
business problem to take on these
extra infrastructure responsibilities.
» This adds to the pressure to meet
deadlines and can mean cutting
corners elsewhere and taking on
technical debt that could hinder
future development.

• Or they’ll have to depend on an often
centralized DevOps team to provide
support.
» This kind of inter-team dependency
is a constant pain point that can
lead to any kind of dysfunction
across the organization.
» Delays often arise, adding pressure
to the overall experience.
Teams that embrace serverless find
themselves with far fewer infrastructure
responsibilities. Most are capable of
dealing with the remainder without
relying on a specialist DevOps or
infrastructure team. That means the
team can enjoy more ownership
and autonomy of the whole system;
serverless gives them the leverage
they need to do more with less.
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Can serverless
improve ROI?
As a business stakeholder, I care about things
like time-to-market and maximizing return on
investment (ROI) for the business.
We’ve already talked about how serverless
technologies allow teams to be more
productive; that boost is directly reflected
in reduced time-to-market. Serverless gives
businesses a superhighway to take their
ideas to the market.
For most tech-focused businesses, the heftiest
cost is going to come in the form of hiring
developers. Highly skilled developers are
difficult to find and expensive to recruit and
keep, and to help them deliver their best work,
they also need an extensive support structure
around them. That includes anything from
office space and physical resources to good
managers and a strong team to support them.
To get the best possible ROI, businesses
need to give developers the kind of leverage
they need to do more with less. And that’s the
true cost saving that comes from serverless.
To understand a business’s ROI, you need
to understand its operational costs first.
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Organizations working with a transactional
business model need to understand their
cost per transaction. This is very difficult
to estimate if you’re paying for uptime for
servers, because:
• Server utilization strongly influences the cost
per transaction. It is also out of your control.
•A
 single server would often run multiple
services and support different features.
There is no reliable way to attribute the
cost of the server towards all the different
features that use it.

visibility of the transaction costs allows you
to make an informed decision on where and
when to optimize.

The bottom line
Everyone should care about serverless!
As a developer, serverless technologies
help me build systems that are scalable
and resilient. They allow me to focus on the
things that are important to my users and
business stakeholders.

Vendors in the serverless space, such as
Lumigo, let you monitor both the performance
and cost of your transactions.

As a manager, serverless technologies help
my teams respond to business needs faster
and more efficiently. They allow the team
to have more ownership of the system,
including its architecture and infrastructure,
which reduces inter-team dependencies and
increases autonomy. Together, these factors
make happier and more productive teams.

Performance optimizations are not just
engineering decisions. They can have
a significant and measurable impact on
the business’s ROI. Given how expensive
developers are, their time is a costly resource.
Any performance optimizations would,
therefore, need to generate more cost
savings than it’d cost to develop. Having the

As a business stakeholder, serverless
technologies make it possible for me to
understand the cost of each transaction. This
allows me to make informed decisions on
pricing, and when and where I should optimize
my application to maximize ROI. Serverless
also helps me maximize the return from my
most expensive resource: my developers.

With serverless, the cost for every layer of the
stack is predictable and pay-per-use. I can
therefore accurately predict the cost for
every transaction.
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Ask the
experts
For industries
seeing a surge in
demand for their
services, what
advice can you
give them on being
able to service that
demand? What
technologies can
they implement?

Focus on quality architecture
Hopefully, these industries are “well-architected” as then they have nothing to fear. Having a highly
scalable but also resilient architecture is key as AWS will take care of the rest. Markus Ostertag

Choose the right compute option for the job
It all depends on the type of workloads and the type of service. For compute, if you have predictable
demand, then technologies like containers can be good value for your money. I do recommend using a
“serverless” management solution like Fargate. For unpredictable loads, using Lambda gives the best
bang for your buck. On other types of services, I would recommend going full serverless, DynamoDB,
S3, queues, etc. Pay attention to services that support saving plans like Lambda and DynamoDB and use
them to reduce costs. Efi Merdler-Kravitz

Automate your scaling
The cloud is designed to scale. It’s built to provide you a virtually unlimited set of resources to use for
your business. Scaling can obviously be performed manually by adding more resources as you need
them, but the optimal way is to automate using services such as EC2 Auto Scaling, Fargate, or Lambda,
which will handle scaling for you. Marc Weaver

Serverless services deserve special attention
Adopting managed services goes a long way toward making applications scalable. However, serverless
services deserve special attention now. Using services like S3, Lambda, and Aurora Serverless, we can
build applications that scale from small to gigantic and back and make architectures simpler in the same
move. Julio Faerman

Overcome your business challenges with AWS
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Business continuity
“We see the crisis playing out broadly across
three waves: Wave 1, ensuring stability and
business continuity while containing the
crisis; Wave 2, institutionalizing new ways
of working; and Wave 3, using learning from
the crisis to prioritize tech transformation
for resilience.”
McKinsey Digital
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In moments of uncertainty, it can be
comforting to stick with what you
know. But business continuity doesn’t
always mean sticking to business as
usual. Sometimes it means rolling with
the punches and being able to adapt.
Organizations willing to modify the way
they work will enjoy continued success
even as the goalposts change.
The innate agility of the cloud is an
invaluable resource in these fluid
times, offering a multitude of tools and
services that break down barriers, help

businesses innovate and allow them
to respond to change fast, without
being bogged down by hardware or
infrastructure hurdles.
In this section, we’ll share some guidance
on how to implement cloud infrastructure
quickly and smoothly, plus our experts
share their thoughts on how businesses
can power through this unparalleled
situation: the steps they need to take to
adjust to this new landscape, what they
can do to succeed today, and how to
make sure they’re prepared for tomorrow.
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A sample guide
to AWS IaaS
implementation
By Anthony Sequeira

With any AWS implementation,
time really is money. You need to
get things moving as quickly and
efficiently as possible from the getgo, but where do you start when
you’re working with Infrastructure as
a Service (IaaS)-type functions in the
public cloud? Let’s look at a sample
AWS implementation guide.
Don’t forget that IaaS refers to the
use of the cloud for hosting the
networking, servers, and different
devices required to provide a
full Information Technology (IT)
infrastructure. IaaS is just one of the
many potential ‘as a service’ offerings
that we have today with the cloud, but
a prevalent one.

Getting started
•S
 et up your IAM Dashboard
•S
 elect the right server, compute, and storage
option for your needs
• Import your data with one of AWS's many
migration tools
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When you sign up for AWS (typically
with a Free Tier account), you indicate
the email address that is used to login
to AWS for root account access. This
email address represents the most
powerful account in the Identity and
Access Management (IAM) system of

AWS. It can not only configure every
aspect of every service in AWS but also
manage things like payment and billing.
As a result of the incredible power of
this account, it’s recommended that
you use it as sparingly as possible. For
example, you should quickly create
another account for yourself in AWS
IAM and make that account an AWS
administrator account.
You can then use that account instead
of the AWS root account for the
day-to-day administration of your
infrastructure; you might even create
more accounts for yourself with varying
privilege levels and use those accounts
as required for the various tasks you
assign the accounts permission over.
If, for instance, you have an account
for yourself that has full administrative
rights over the Simple Storage Service
(S3) of AWS, you’d use that account
when you need to work with S3.
This approach is part of a robust
security design called the Least
Privilege concept.
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Your own Virtual Private Cloud
While it is amazing that you can have your own IT infrastructure in
the cloud, you certainly want privacy (when required), and you need
to have full control over your networking components. Amazon
provides this capability thanks to the Virtual Private Cloud (VPC).
When you create your AWS account, AWS creates your default VPC
for you. This default VPC consists of the following components:
• An IPv4 private address space that accommodates 65,536 private
IPv4 addresses
• A default subnet in each of the Availability Zones in your AWS
Region; each subnet accommodates 4,096 addresses
• A default Internet Gateway connected to your default VPC

Figure 1: The IAM Dashboard
have reduced privileges from the
root account

Notice in this example how I have:
• Deleted my root account access
keys from the cloud, so there is
less chance of compromise

• Used groups to assign
permissions so that my IAM
approach is scalable

• Activated Multi-Factor
Authentication on the root account • Applied an IAM password
policy so that my users do not
• Created individual IAM users that
compromise security by using
I can use to log in with and that
easy to crack passwords
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• A default Security Group associated with the default VPC; this
Security Group permits you to control traffic flows in and out of
virtual machines (EC2 instances) you might create in AWS
• A default Network Access Control List (NACL) associated with
your default VPC; this security structure permits you to control
traffic into and out of your subnets
• A default set of DHCP options for your VPC
Some AWS architects recommend leaving these default constructs
intact and not using them for anything.
They design a new, custom VPC from the ground up with the exact
specifications they need. Others gladly use the default VPC and
modify it for their needs—it really is up to you, and I have done both
successfully in the past.
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Need servers? No problem
thanks to EC2

Who needs virtual
machines, anyway?

When it comes to your server needs,
the sky is the limit! AWS provides
Amazon Machine Images (AMIs)
to quickly spin up Elastic Compute
Cloud (EC2) images. You can easily
size these virtual machines on
appropriate hardware platforms
(called instances) to ensure your
servers can access the required
amount of RAM, CPU, disk, network
capacity, and more.

One very exciting area of AWS that
is exploding in popularity is called
serverless computing.

One of the reasons that architecting
servers on AWS is so exciting is the
fact that you can easily scale your
server footprint as demand increases,
or even shrinks. This property is
called elasticity and is a major reason
why cloud technologies are so
incredibly popular.

The primary serverless compute
service in AWS is called Lambda. In this
design model, you don’t need to worry
about spinning up virtual machines or
maintaining them at all; instead, AWS
provides compute resources for you
when you need them based on function
calls from your various applications.
This solution almost sounds too
good to be true, especially when you
consider that it can be very affordable
and scalable. Lambda currently offers
one million free requests per month
and up to 3.2 million seconds of
compute time per month.

Figure 2: A Default VPC

"This solution almost sounds too good to be true, especially
when you consider that it can be very affordable and scalable."
Overcome your business challenges with AWS
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Where should we store stuff?
Another great advantage of using AWS for IaaS is the variety of
options that exist for affordable and scalable storage. Let’s run
through some of the major storage services of AWS and make sure
you understand the intent of each:
Simple Storage Service (S3): S3 provides simple and flexible
object storage with an easy to use web service interface to
store and retrieve any amount of data from anywhere on the
web. It is designed to deliver 99.999999999 percent durability.
You can use Amazon S3 for a vast number of purposes, such as:
• Primary storage for cloud-native applications
• A bulk repository, or “data lake,” for analytics
• A target for backup and recovery and disaster recovery
• For use with serverless computing
Elastic Block Store (EBS): EBS provides persistent block
storage volumes for use with EC2 instances in the AWS Cloud.
Each Amazon EBS volume is automatically replicated within
its Availability Zone to protect you from component failure.
This permits EBS to offer high availability and durability. EBS
volumes feature the consistent and low-latency performance
needed to run your workloads. With Amazon EBS, you can
scale your usage up or down within minutes—all while paying a
low price for only what you provision.
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Elastic File System (EFS):
EFS provides simple, scalable
file storage for use with Amazon
EC2 instances in the AWS
Cloud. Amazon EFS is easy to
use and offers a simple interface
that allows you to create and
configure file systems quickly
and easily.

Amazon Glacier: Glacier is a
secure, durable, and extremely
low-cost storage service for data
archiving and long-term backup.
With Glacier, you can:
• Reliably store large or small
amounts of data for as little
as $0.004 per gigabyte
per month
• Save money compared to
on-premises storage options
• Keep costs low yet suitable for
varying retrieval needs
• Choose from three options for
access to archives, from a few
minutes to several hours

Snowball: Snowball is a petabytescale data transport solution
that uses secure appliances
to transfer large amounts of
data into and out of AWS. With
Snowball, you don’t need to
write any code or purchase any
hardware to transfer your data.

AWS Storage Gateway: The
Storage Gateway service
seamlessly enables hybrid
storage between on-premises
storage environments and the
AWS Cloud. Features include:
• High Performance: AWS
Storage Gateway combines
a multi-protocol storage
appliance with highly efficient
network connectivity to
Amazon cloud storage services,
delivering local performance
with virtually unlimited scale.
• Hybrid Cloud Support: You can
use it in remote offices and
data centers for hybrid cloud
workloads involving migration,
bursting, and storage tiering.
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Data, data, and more data
AWS also provides you with many options for
database services. These include:
• Aurora: Amazon’s very own relational
database engine in the cloud
• Relational Database Service (RDS): this
service permits you to choose between many
popular relational database engines including
SQL Server, Oracle, MariaDB, and more
• DynamoDB: a fast and flexible NoSQL
database service
• ElastiCache: an in-memory, cloud-based
caching service
• Redshift: Amazon’s data
warehousing solution
• Database Migration Service (DMS): this
service makes it simple for you to easily
migrate data from your on-premise location
to the cloud, or vice-versa
With so many rich services at our fingertips,
it’s no wonder that AWS's popularity is
surging. Remember, while we’ve explored
the core services that you’ll find in any IaaS
implementation, there are countless other
services that could take your infrastructure to
new and exciting heights.
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Eight of the best AWS cloud
migration tools and services
Whether you’re moving to the cloud from
a traditional on-premise system, or you’re
thinking about migrating from your current
cloud service provider to AWS, cloud migration
tools can be a massive help.

you don’t want to spend time and money
shifting things you don’t want or need to a new
place. So, before you pack up and go, you go
through your house room by room, assessing
the contents’ usefulness, its value, and whether
you’ll actually need it in your new pad.

Cloud is the new normal, and taking your
operations online is the way to go if you want
your business to be scalable, streamlined, and
cost-effective.

By the same token, migrating to the cloud
is an excellent opportunity to take stock of
your processes and your tech stack. AWS
Application Discovery Service helps you “Marie
Kondo” your on-premise resources, to ensure
you’re only migrating the stuff you really use.

Shifting your data, your processes, and your
existing software onto a cloud platform,
however, isn’t as easy as dragging and
dropping it from one place to another. But help
is at hand.

With AWS Application Discovery Service,
enterprise users can better plan their migration
project by getting a full picture of their onpremises data centers before the wheels start
turning.

With the right migration tools at your disposal,
your switch to the cloud will go a lot smoother.
Here are just a few of the tools and services
that AWS offers to help you get started on their
platform fast.

The service gathers and collates data
about your on-premise servers—including
configurations, usage, and performance—to
give users a thorough, accurate overview of
their present set up.

1. AWS Application
Discovery Service

This data can then be fed into AWS Migration
Hub, or used to calculate Total Cost of
Ownership of migrating to and running these
servers on AWS.

The first step in migrating your business
workloads to the cloud is to take a good look
at what you already have.
Migrating to the cloud is a lot like moving house;

The AWS Application Discovery Service is free
to use; you only pay for the AWS resources—like
Amazon S3, Amazon Athena, or Kinesis Data
Firehouse—used to store or manage your data.
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2. A
 WS Migration
Acceleration Program
(MAP)

preparation effort to create a plan
that will build on these capabilities,
and support to effectively perform
the migration.

More a strategy than a tool, the
AWS Migration Acceleration
Program is a methodology
devised by AWS to help
customers successfully execute
their migration with maximum
effectiveness and minimum hassle.

Migration Readiness
Assessment (MRA) Phase

The program is geared toward
big businesses with largescale migration ambitions and
aims to help organizations
reach cloud utopia faster by
providing resources, including a
comprehensive, proven migration
technique. Participants are then
partnered with pre-approved
migration partners to help effect
that methodology.
The MAP practice is split into
three phases: an evaluation
of processes to work out an
organization’s baseline capabilities;
a systematized readiness and
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Stage one, known as the Migration
Readiness Assessment phase,
uses the AWS Cloud Adoption
Framework to measure up an
organization’s current ability to
migrate across critical areas:
•L
 anding zone
•O
 perating model
•S
 ecurity and compliance
•M
 igration process experience
•S
 kills and center of excellence
•M
 igration plan
•B
 usiness plan
This evaluation helps
organizations spot any gaps in

their migration plan and highlights
priorities that will inform the
overall strategy put together in
the next phase. This assessment
usually happens during a fullday workshop, where the
organization’s stakeholders sit
down with representatives from
AWS and a certified MAP Partner.

Migration Readiness &
Planning (MRP) Phase
Next, the organization and their
migration partner will develop
a robust migration plan to allow
the business to migrate their
workloads at scale.
At this stage, the migration
partner will also help
stakeholders calculate the total
cost of ownership, and the
potential ROI to be generated
from the cloud migration.

Migration Phase
Lastly, there’s the actual
Migration Phase, that
involves executing the plan
so carefully constructed
earlier in the program. With
help from the migration
partner, organizations will
create a “migration factory,”;
pulling together the teams,
tools, and processes it
needs to migrate workloads
to AWS like a well-oiled
machine. This final, most
labor-intensive stage of
the process typically takes
place over 12 – 24 months.

This Migration Readiness and
Planning Phase usually takes
between two and four months
to complete.
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3. AWS Management
Portal for vCenter
AWS Management Portal for
vCenter is a tool that helps
organizations manage their AWS
resources using VMware vCenter.
Deployed as a vCenter Server
plugin, the Portal can be
easily bolted on to an existing
vCenter Server environment.
Once installed, users can shift
VMware VMs to Amazon’s Elastic
Compute Cloud service EC2, and
administrate AWS resources from
within the vCenter Server interface.
By utilizing the AWS Management
Portal, vCenter users can migrate
their virtual machines and
preserve all of their settings and
configurations—so organizations
can garner all the benefits of
running apps and workloads in
EC2 without having to reconfigure
their existing VMs.
It’s rare that any aspect of cloud
migration is as simple as clicking a
button, but in the case of the AWS
Management Portal, this fairy-tale
becomes a reality.
Overcome your business challenges with AWS

Select the “Migrate to EC2” menu
option in vCenter, and away
you go: select the AWS region,
instance types, and subnet to be
used, and it’s as good as done.
Once the VM has been ported
over to EC2, it can also be
managed from the plugin interface.
Lifecycle management tools,
summary data, and monitoring
features are all part of the package
to help users manage imported
instances.

to migrate their on-premise data
to the cloud without incurring
additional costs.
All there is to pay for is the EBS
snapshot created with each server
replication—a cost that can also be
minimized by deleting the snapshot
copies that are no longer needed.
Earlier this year, AWS extended its
service to offer improved flexibility
to users looking to move their VM
workloads over from Azure.

Like many other AWS migration
tools, the Management Portal
itself is free to use; users will only
pay for any other AWS resources
consumed in the process of
migration.

As with the majority of Amazon’s
cloud products, it’s easy to get
up and running with AWS SMS—
servers can be moved across in
just a few clicks through the AWS
Management Console.

4. A
 WS Server Migration
Service (SMS)

The agentless service will also
take care of replicating live server
volumes into the cloud and start
up AMIs as and when required.
Users can also create a replication
schedule that’s tailored to their
organization’s needs, and track it
accordingly, giving a high level of
control throughout the migration.

When it comes to AWS migration,
AWS Server Migration Service
is one of the best tools you can
have at your disposal. Created to
automate, schedule, and monitor
incremental replications of live
server volumes, AWS SMS is a
free service for customers looking

AWS SMS speeds up the migration
process through a series of

incremental changes made to inhouse servers—a process that
dramatically reduces the strain
on bandwidth and keeps server
downtime to an absolute minimum.

5. AWS Database
Migration Service (DMS)
A company’s data is their lifeblood;
the migration of any database to
the cloud must be handled with
enormous care and consideration,
lest any of that precious data be
lost or corrupted in the process.
“For many organizations
contemplating a move to the
cloud, it won’t be their first data
warehousing effort,” explains
Rob Mellor, VP and GM EMEA
at WhereScape. “It is likely
they have existing data and
data infrastructure to consider,
and moving it to a new data
platform can be a complicated,
time-consuming, and expensive
process.
“Traditionally, migrating existing
data warehouses to new
environments has taken months,
with a team of developers needed
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to discover and understand the
existing data infrastructure, map
it to the new data structure,
write and test scripts, recreate
metadata, and finally transfer and
validate the data.”
That’s where
tools like AWS
Database Migration
Service come in.
The AWS DMS
was developed to
help organizations
migrate their
databases to AWS
quickly, securely,
and—crucially—
without disruption.

popular commercial and opensource databases in use today
and supports both homogenous
migrations and the shifting of data
between different platforms.

like many cloud tools, customers
only pay for the resource they
use. Pricing isn’t sky high either;
shifting a terabyte-sized database
costs around $3.

The service is
agentless, meaning
there are no
additional drivers or
apps to install, and
once movement is
underway, the AWS
DMS automatically
replicates any
changes made to the
source database, so
downtime is virtually
non-existent.

Like many organizations using a
hybrid model, it was a significant
service outage that spurred digital
sports agency Sotic to make the
final leap and go full-cloud. With
crucial data to shift, AWS Database
Migration Service was central to
their eventual successful migration.

“The mental pain
barrier of moving
to a new platform
has prevented
organizations from
considering the
benefits of doing so,
but automation is
changing this and
bringing increased
value to boot.”

The service, which
has shifted more
than 160,000 databases to date,
allows the source database to
remain operational throughout the
migration, meaning no downtime
for apps that need to access those
records to operate.

Using the AWS DMS,
migrating databases
is pretty much a “set it and forget
it” task; the tool is self-monitoring
and self-healing, so if network
connectivity is interrupted,
migration will automatically restart
and continue once it’s back online.

The AWS DMS can migrate data
to and from many of the most

There is a cost to utilize the AWS
Database Migration Service, but
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“In early 2018, we were running
on a hybrid infrastructure and still
about a year out from migrating
fully to the cloud,” explains
Platform Lead Ed Martin. “But
an outage during a period of
scheduled maintenance meant we
were unable to bring our on-prem
systems back to full service.
“At that point, the team embraced
the challenge and made a full
transition to the cloud. The cloud
gave us the best outcome, and we
also made some use of the AWS
Database Migration Service.

“In addition, the
creation of a fast, secure
VPN link between our
old datacenter and AWS
allowed us to transfer
files quickly and easily,
and where necessary,
keep them synchronized
between locations
during the migration.”
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6. TSO Logic

7. CloudEndure

As an AWS consulting partner and provider of
managed cloud services, Mission is no stranger to
cloud migration. The company has helped countless
businesses migrate to AWS, utilizing some terrific
tools in the process. There are a few in particular,
though, that the organization rates highly.

Around the same time that it acquired TSO
Logic, AWS also purchased CloudEndure—a
startup specializing in disaster recovery—
aiming to fortify its offering for enterprise
customers.

“Of all the migration tools we’ve used,” recalls CTO
Jonathan LaCour, “TSO Logic and CloudEndure have
been the best.
“TSO Logic is an amazing tool that helps businesses
prepare for their migration by analyzing the costs of
their on-premises operations,” notes LaCour, “and
automatically determines the best-fit, lowest cost
placement for each workload on AWS.”
The platform gathers data about workloads and
applications and presents it to users to help them
determine the most efficient and cost-effective
way to run them by sizing up metrics like resource
consumption against potential costs.
TSO Logic launched in 2012 and offered its
customers analytics-driven migration solutions that
helped users plan their move into the cloud in a
streamlined, cost-effective way. The organization
gained so much popularity and customer loyalty over
the years that AWS acquired the business in 2019.
Overcome your business challenges with AWS

With its ability to streamline, accelerate, and
automate migrations from physical, virtual,
and cloud-based infrastructure similar to
AWS, the tool has proved another big favorite
for LaCour and his team at Mission.

Watch CloudEndure
and Rebura's webinar
on disaster recovery
Click here

CloudEndure enables enterprise-level
organizations to rehost large numbers of
machines to AWS without having to deal with
issues like compatibility, disruption, or lengthy
cutovers.
The tool continuously reproduces source
machines into an AWS-hosted staging
area, and when the time comes to launch
the production machines, CloudEndure
automatically converts the source
infrastructure into AWS infrastructure.
This means they can be booted and run
natively on AWS without causing performance
interruptions during migration. Automated
migration to AWS with CloudEndure is free.
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8. AWS Migration Hub
AWS Migration Hub is the ultimate
dashboard for tracking the progress of your
migration to the cloud. Through this single
interface, users can audit their existing
servers, plan out their project, and follow
the status of each migration.
The service helps budding AWS customers
collect and process data based on their onpremise resources, so they can get a clear
view of their current processes and create
an informed migration strategy, dictating
what needs to be moved to the cloud.
Then, Migration Hub lets users arrange
these existing resources into groups to make
following their migration to AWS easier.
No matter what AWS migration tools a
business is using to undertake the actual
migration of apps and data, users can
oversee the progress of any and all of these
tools all in one place through Migration Hub.
AWS Server Migration Service, AWS
Database Migration Service, CloudEndure
Migration, ATADATA ATAmotion, and
RiverMeadow Server Migration SaaS are all
natively integrated with AWS Migration Hub,
and feed status updates to Migration Hub
automatically.
Overcome your business challenges with AWS

AWS partner and some third-party tools
can also be tracked in the same interface
if manually authorized to send data to
Migration Hub.
Though the migration tools themselves
are priced by usage, there’s no additional
charge to use Migration Hub.
However you decide to shift your workloads
to AWS, you have plenty of options at your
fingertips—and untold potential ahead
of you.
“We’ve used a variety of migration tools,”
says James Leavers, Chief Technology
Officer at cloud service provider Cloudhelix,
“from the simple use of the AWS EC2
import-image CLI command, to the AWS
Management Portal for vCenter and Zerto
Virtual Replication to replicate between
different hypervisors and cloud providers.
“However, to my mind, a simple lift-and-shift
of an existing set of VMs is only the start
of the cloud journey. The exciting part is
rearchitecting and automating applications
to make better use of the fully-managed
native services available on AWS, in
areas such as data warehousing, machine
learning, and analytics.”
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Ask the
experts
In your view, which
industry sectors
won’t be affected by
COVID-19?

Which projects
won’t be affected,
and why?

Ability to adapt is crucial
I think every sector will be affected. Some positively, some negatively; it’s all about how a company is
able to adapt to the changes. Companies that accepted change as the only constant will have an easier
time, now and in the near future for sure, as they’re already in the right mindset. Markus Ostertag

Be prepared to adjust on the fly
All sectors have been impacted by the global pandemic directly or indirectly. It’s surreal to be living in a
time where we’re under stay-at-home orders and only venturing out for essentials. For example, the team
I’m in supports the data behind the natural gas sector, and we see energy prices, supply, and demand
going through swings of their own. The data and models we know and expect are out of the norm,
especially when we’re about to transition to the summer season, so we’re always keeping an eye out for
the changes and adjusting on the fly. COVID-19 is beating globalization at its own game. Rob Koch

Remote work projects will be the big winners
There’ll definitely be positive impacts on projects that are being launched around automation in the
healthcare sector, but also systems that help people to do their job remotely. Markus Ostertag

A renewed focus on disaster recovery
Any project that enhances or enables remote working practices, disaster recovery, and facilitates less
management overhead will be the priority projects in the coming months. Marc Weaver
Overcome your business challenges with AWS
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Which
projects won’t
be affected,
and why?

Overcome your business challenges with AWS

The cloud is an ideal place to share and collaborate
Across almost all industries, what remains
If you’ve been watching the stock market,
the same price is the cloud. If the business
you can see the market is currently being
you’re in has changing demand, the cloud
very volatile. This tells me that companies are
is well-prepared to handle those needs. If
optimistically expecting a V-shape recovery,
the demand for your business is increasing
so business is more or less the same. For the
exponentially, the cloud will scale up to
most part, companies are recognizing that this
match. If demand goes down, you can shut
is a challenging time to be in, and depending
down servers and sell excess compute power
on their sector, they react differently. Most
on the AWS Spot market. Because of the
B2B companies are trying to keep things
considerable uncertainty surrounding when
as normal as possible while retaining their
we will get back to normal, the
valued employees. Projects tied
"If demand goes cloud makes for an excellent
to service level agreements(SLAs)
don’t seem to be affected
down, you can shut investment because you are
not
beholden
to
any
long-term
because companies have to
down servers and
contracts nor need to endure
prepare to ramp up as soon we
sell excess compute disruptive supply chains your
get back to normal, whether
that’s in three, 12, or 18 months
power on the AWS hardware vendor may be
struggling to get a handle on.
from now. I do feel if we don’t get
Spot
market"
These are the kind of projects I
back to normal soon, we’ll see
feel will be prioritized down the road.
resources reallocated into projects that add
immediate value and get money in the bank.
While I’m not in the prediction business,
in general, I’m seeing more collaboration
Let me give you an example of price swings
between competitors to help us make sense
in different industries—we see computer
of the new temporary reality we are in. It is
hardware and peripherals have gone up
tough to share data and teams across ondramatically due to increasing demand from
premise hardware, in addition to going through
the work-at-home force. Energy prices have
the difficulty of maintaining security; hence
gone down significantly due to massive drops
the cloud is an ideal place for us to be able to
in demand and a glut of supply. Two different
share and collaborate on select data. Rob Koch
industries, two different directions in prices.
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What do you
advise IT
leaders to focus
on in the short,
medium, and
long term?

Think ahead and think differently
COVID-19 is showing how important it is to be able to adapt to change. Having
a mindset within teams and companies that “change is the only constant” helps
not only to work through such situations but also means you come out stronger
and better afterward. My advice is to always encourage team members to think
ahead and “outside the box.” Markus Ostertag

Move to technologies that reduce costs and increase agility
Promote compassion
I’d advise leaders
to adopt more
compassionate
technology values.
Many companies
focus on pressing for
quantifiable results and
tactics that make little
sense now. If teams
learn to care for the
inclusion, cooperation,
and performance of one
another, it is certainly
possible for us to get
through. Julio Faerman

In the short term, I would recommend keeping people’s morale high, reassure
people that everything is still the same, that you still have a job to do and your
customers rely on you, especially in these troubled times. In the medium and
long term, it’s a chance to move to technologies that reduce costs and increase
agility. It’s always hard to work on features that won’t bring immediate value
to your customers, but in these difficult moments, the ability to reduce costs
should appeal to upper management, and hopefully, they’ll give you the green
light. Efi Merdler-Kravitz

Tune up your business continuity plan
With the cloud, you can focus on all three at the same time as you don’t have
to commit to long term infrastructure contracts. That said, I always recommend
decision-makers to look medium-to-long term as focusing on the short term can
be too reactionary. Now is the perfect time to take stock of how current events
have affected your business and to start putting in place something to make it
easier the next time something like this happens. Marc Weaver
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Prepare to pivot
At this point, with
companies expecting
V-shaped recoveries, right
now, IT leaders are intently
focused on scaling up and
securing their infrastructure
due to global work-fromhome mandates. Outside of
that, they’re concentrated
on near-term projects that
are about to be completed.
If the V-shaped recovery
doesn’t pan out, IT leaders
will need to prepare to pivot
towards projects that add
immediate value. Because,
right now, we can afford to
move slow—however, if this
is the new reality, and when
the business dictates a new
direction, IT is expected to
change gears very quickly.
Being on the cloud provides
IT the ultimate flexibility in
being able to reallocate
hardware while scaling
operations up (or down).
Rob Koch
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For businesses currently
having to severely ramp
up production or pivot
their product offering,
how can they use AWS
to meet this demand?

Redistribute resources to where they’re needed most
Being on the cloud offers businesses the chance to both contribute towards the global community and
maintain their own operations. Using the example of automobile manufacturers making ventilators,
they may scale down servers that they don’t need, shifting compute power to the betterment of the
global community. I can imagine scaling down servers to one while reallocating the excess servers
and load balancers for another purpose. A business running on the cloud can be flexible, shifting
focus to supporting the needs of society with minor impact to their bottom line. Rob Koch

Take advantage of inexpensive experimentation
Cloud computing is key for inexpensive experimentation. New products and services may bring
unpredictable technical challenges, sometimes with significant risk. AWS can help whichever way
new initiatives go. If it fails, you can simply delete all resources and move on quickly without legacy
infrastructure or similar issues. Or, when things get better, just keep scaling and innovating powered
by hundreds of managed services. Julio Faerman

How can businesses
currently implementing
AWS ensure business
continuity in the next
3-6 months?
Overcome your business challenges with AWS

Reach out to the AWS Partner Network
Every business can focus on cost optimizations and innovations to stay operational. But looking
outside that, it’s an important moment to reach out to the AWS Partner Network and other incentive
programs. The AWS Partner Network can bring opportunities and help you find strategic partnerships
to go through difficult times together. Also, AWS offers programs such as AWS Activate, AWS Educate,
AWS Academy, and others to help businesses with service credits, education, mentorship, and other
forms of support. Julio Faerman
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Remote
working

Digital transformation has been on the to-do
list of countless businesses for some time. But
because of the global pandemic, companies
have been forced to virtualize what they can
practically overnight.

“I don’t see [coronavirus] as a
distraction to the cloud migration
plans, I see this as an accelerant.”

The stakes involved with going digital have
suddenly become impossibly high; it’s not
just about being more efficient or competitive
anymore; now, many businesses are having to
rely on online infrastructure just to survive.

Craig Lowery,
Research VP at Gartner

Implementing the right tools and processes
is only half the battle, however. If you are

one of the businesses that have suddenly
found themselves operating with a remote
workforce, you have to be confident not only
that your staff has the skills to make the most
of these digital tools, but also that they remain
productive, engaged, and connected in this
strange and challenging time.
In this section, we’ll be looking at some best
practices to help your remote workers be
at the top of their game wherever they are,
as well as some tips on how to support and
optimize your newly dispersed team.

Salesforce and AWS are working
together to deliver free credits
for Amazon Connect, the contact
center service from AWS. Salesforce
Care customers can contact AWS to
get started with Amazon Connect
free of charge and AWS will help
them with the implementation.

Overcome your business challenges with AWS
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Best practices
for remote
working
By Hiro Nishimura

Over the past few months, much of the world’s
workforce has begun to work remotely full-time.
Even those who’ve been told for years that
“there’s no way your job can be done remotely”
are somehow suddenly able to work remotely.

told, though I’ve been working remotely parttime for a long time and fully remote for almost a
whole year, I was not prepared for the impact of
“working through a global pandemic” on my life
and work.

There are many “pros” to working from home;
more time, more flexibility, and more money
saved. You might be shaving hours off your
workday by cutting out the daily commute. You
might be enjoying having the freedom to shift
around your schedule to fit in walks, laundry,
or coffee breaks during the day. You might be
saving $10 a day by preparing your lunch at home
instead of running out for takeout. Ah, freedom
from the cubicle! It’s a dream come true!

“This will be a piece of cake! I’ve been working
remotely for months, and I rarely go anywhere
anyways!” Or so I thought a month ago. It
turns out that sentiment was extremely naive.
While there is little we can do to prevent the
Coronavirus from entering our lives other than
to practice social distancing, wash our hands,
and self-quarantine as much as possible, there
ARE things we can do to help ourselves and our
teams working remotely to encourage physical
AND mental health during these difficult times.

However, there are also a few challenges
that are undoubtedly beginning to impact
those of us who find ourselves working from
home, especially those who’re new to working
remotely for extended periods of time. Truth be
• Have regular check-ins with your team
(and not just about work)

1. Communication

• Respond, don’t react, when under stress

Check before hitting send

• Encourage your team to exercise

As you might suspect, communication as a
remote team takes a lot more mindful effort
and work than onsite contact. It's challenging
to communicate nuance and tone through text,

• Be patient, both with your team
and yourself
Overcome your business challenges with AWS

Personally, I think there are three main
components to successful remote work as
a team: communication, mental health, and
physical health.
and from years of texting and tweeting, we are
inclined to use fewer words, which may come
off as abrupt. We all hate sending or reading
emails, and sigh at the “unread” number in our
inbox every morning. Unfortunately, with the
whole team working remotely, communicating
effectively via words on the screen becomes
extremely important.
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Communication within your team can be
improved substantially by making sure
every member is extra vigilant about how
their messages may come across to the
recipient. During times of high stress, we
tend to read into words a lot more than
we usually do. Re-reading any message
before clicking “send” and asking
yourself, “How would they feel when
they read this?” may be a key ingredient
in preventing misunderstandings and
unnecessary frustrations.

Have a daily stand-up
Another way to improve your team’s
communication and lower frustration
levels may be to instate a daily stand-up
to check in with your whole team as a
group. As a manager, having a daily standup can help you assess the morale level
of your team, amount and types of work
being tackled, and potential blockers
that may prevent your organization from
hitting their goals. Just make sure you set
clear expectations and time limits, so you
don’t end up having 30-minute stand-ups!
Between team members, a daily stand-up
will facilitate communication and visibility
into the different projects each member
is working on. Assessing potential and
Overcome your business challenges with AWS

current blockers at the start of the day
and the end of the day would also be a
great way for managers to help maintain
smooth collaborations between team
members while helping to alleviate
frustration and loss of productivity.

Regular check-ins
Working with a distributed team, one
thing I found helpful was my one-on-one
check-in via phone or video chat with my
manager every few days. As a manager,
checking in with individual team members
at least once a day via text messaging,
and through video chat at least once
every two or three days would go a long
way to facilitating better communication
and overall grasp of your team’s situation
and spirits.
A little time on each check-in should
be devoted to talking about how each
member is feeling and touching on their
wider life. While these mundane chitchats come naturally in the office, they're
harder to have when everyone is working
from home—being mindful of how the
small pockets of communication that
used to occur effortlessly can help your
employees feel like they're still part of
the team.

2. Mental health
Tied together with communication is mental
health. Many of us are not used to being alone
or away from social interaction for long periods
of time. Now, with self-quarantine and “social
distancing” rules being enforced in many parts
of the world, we are interacting with only a small
handful of people every week in person. Feelings
of isolation and loneliness can be crippling. Good
communication between team members during
work hours may go a long way in helping maintain
team morale.
We're all stressed, and if you're a manager, it
might seem like the stresses of the whole team
are on your shoulders. When a team member
vents to you, sometimes you just want to
scream because isn’t it obvious that YOU are
overwhelmed too? Take a moment, close your
laptop, and brew yourself another cup of coffee.
One of the benefits of remote work is that often,
your responses can be delayed. A mantra I'm
trying to adapt (sometimes successfully, other
times not so much) is “respond, not react.” As
unfair as it may be, at these trying times, your
team is looking up to you for guidance and help.
We see you, and appreciate you, managers!
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3. Physical health
Finally, physical comfort and
health is another essential
component to keeping your
remote team’s morale high. The
benefits of being active are well
known, but during a quarantine,
it’s difficult to get the necessary
activity in. In many places, the
closure of all gyms and public
spaces means that it’s harder
than ever to work out.

Exercise is important
Encourage your team to exercise,
or at least get up from the desk
once an hour and walk around
their home. You might even
exercise “together,” holding
a daily plank challenge or
encouraging everyone to get out
of the house at 11am and take a
five-minute walk around the block
(if you’re permitted to, that is!).
If your company has the budget,
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creating a pool of funds to
upgrade your team’s workfrom-home situations would
be a fabulous way to increase
the comfort level of your team.
Anything from providing monitors
to ergonomic chairs to external
keyboards could go a long way
in upping your team members’
productivity levels.
Your employees are dealing
with a lot right now; social
isolation, fear of the pandemic,
economic collapse, and
potentially losing their job.
Stressors are compounded
further for those who're living
with chronic illnesses, have
immunocompromised loved
ones, or even young children
running around the house,
screaming as they try to focus
on an important presentation.
Don’t expect the same level of
productivity as “usual.” Have
empathy and patience, both for
your team and yourself.
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Ask the
experts
What advice would
you give to teams
now working
100% remotely?
What tips can you
provide to keep
morale high?

Embrace—don’t tolerate—remote working
Take this opportunity to invert your culture - it’s not enough to tolerate remote
working. We need to change to a set of processes and tools where people working
from home are just as included and efficient. Julio Faerman

Be empathetic
Care about and listen to each other! Having a daily routine within the team helps—
if you had a coffee with your colleague every day at 2:30pm in the office, then do a
video call at 2:30pm and still drink coffee together. We can be happy about the way
how technology helps us to be connected but still keep the distance, so use this!
For managers, I think it’s important to be empathetic and understand the diverse
situations people are in and how people react differently. There’s no “one rule fits
all” in such situations, it needs to be about flexibility and being able to adapt to the
needs of the team. Markus Ostertag

Don’t skimp on your home office
Make sure you have a comfortable home office. It’s
easy to skimp on spending money on things like a nice
desk or chair, and computer accessories like a mouse
and keyboard. Considering how much time you spend
interacting with these items, it’s worth setting aside a
budget to make sure these items are high-quality and
will help make you productive. Trevor Sullivan
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Use tech tools to keep people talking
I’ve been working at home for five years now, and my team is
all remote workers as well, so for us, the change hasn’t made
any difference. However, friends of mine that are not used
to this way of life have struggled. I’ve heard of virtual coffee
breaks and virtual happy hours taking place as a way to
maintain interaction. Offering some form of IM tool is a good
way to keep people talking and engaged. Marc Weaver

Virtual happy hour
Make sure to talk
with your people a
couple of times a day
face-to-face; seeing
each other’s faces is
important for morale,
and just typing a
question is not enough.
Try organizing virtual
events that aren’t
related to work. For
those old enough, you
probably remember
those famous LAN
parties; search for a
nice game that you can
play online and do it
together. Drinking beer
over Zoom sounds
weird, but surprisingly
it works.
Share your issues
together; don’t hide
when people ask you if
everything is fine, and
tell the truth if it’s not.
Efi Merdler-Kravitz
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Here to support
your business
These are challenging times.
Businesses across every industry
are making tough decisions and,
in many cases, completely revamp
their business model, the way they
work, and the core resources they
use to get things done.
Across the globe, organizations
are relying more heavily on digital
infrastructure to keep things moving
forward. Having been helping
our clients digitally overhaul their
businesses for almost 15 years, we
understand the metamorphic power
that cloud tools
can have.
We appreciate that now more than
ever, in the face of unprecedented
adversity, businesses of all sizes
need to utilize the resources at
their disposal to overcome these
challenges and endure.
Overcome your business challenges with AWS

Cloud projects don’t just stop.
Digital transformation doesn’t just
stop. Migrations don’t just stop.
Implementations don’t just stop.
You won’t stop, so neither will we.
We’re still hard at work sourcing
and placing the talent our clients
need to get them through this
testing time, no matter what their
requirements are.
The need to invest in the cloud
tools and services that will make
your business more agile, more
efficient, and more resilient has
never been more urgent. Whether
you need permanent AWS
professionals to help you get the
most out of AWS, or a contract
developer to facilitate new ways of
doing business, we can connect you
with the right candidate for the job.

Get in touch
UK

+44 20 7337 0875

jeffersonfrank.com

US

+1 267 463 4700

contact@jeffersonfrank.com

ANZ +61 3 8657 4570

Connect with us

Don’t let your
project slip
Thousands of trusted contract &
permanent nearshore professionals with
a proven track record in remote working
available now for terms of any duration.

Chat with us now

For AWS
resources
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Useful Resources
 
Jefferson Frank AWS blog

 
AWS Knowledge Center

 A
WS Security and Compliance
Quick Reference Guide

 A
WS Learn Training
and Certification

 
AWS Well-Architected review tool
 
AWS Marketplace

 
AWS Insider

“No matter how, when, or
where you want to explore
new opportunities for personal
development or organizational
digital transformation, our focus
is on helping you achieve success
through AWS. Our training and
certification resources are always
available to help you unlock new

 
AWS Latest News

 W
orking from home?
Here’s how AWS can help

 
Official Documentation

 
Cloud Computing for Education

technologies and skill sets.”

 
AWS is here to help

Maureen Lonergan,
Director of Training and Certification for AWS

 
AWS Product FAQs

Overcome your business challenges with AWS
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